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Nate Graham

From: P  M  < @gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2022 1:07 PM
To: MilitaryRoad
Subject: Survey 

EXTERNAL EMAIL 
 
I realize the deadline for survey is over, but I want to emphasize the honking of horns noise.  With the increase in traffic, 
people returning to their offices and kids out of school, the honking has increased and it is non stop.  Drivers on Military 
Road turning right do not stop for vehicles in the circle.  And drivers waiting for their turn to enter the circle wait too 
long. It’s very annoying for people residing close to the circle. 
I hope you have a solution. 
P  M  
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Matt 
I agree. I think the circle is great. I drive that way twice a week during rush hour to go to a class, seems to be 
working well. I wish they’d put one in Clarendon at Washington Blvd and Wilson 

 
 

Natalie Lindstrom 
 • Maywood 
Only people who like to complain really show up to those meetings, I don’t think it’s a good representation of 
how the public feel. I’m still amazed at how much angst is involved with the roundabout. Its 100% safer now as 
a roundabout for pedestrians which is important with an elementary school and middle school close by 

 
 

 
 

Anna Wheeler 
 • Donaldson Run 
I am one of the houses who see the roundabout out my window. It works. People are slowing down. The 
frustration are the people who stop, instead of entering when they have right of way. That will fix itself over time. 
The reflectors are an eyesore, but the roundabout works. 

 
 

Neal Cohe 
 • Lyon Village 
As someone who bikes through a few times a week I feel much safer with the roundabout. No more having cars 
try to squeeze by me at the worst possible moment. No more being cut off by cars making a right (before the 
roundabout the lanes were painted pretty clearly but that didn't stop folks from jumping in front of me and cutting 
me off). Agreed sometimes cars stop when they have the right of way but that's better than them driving on 
when they don't 
(edited 

 
 

Anne Wittenberg 
 • Madison Manor 
Neal 
I too bike through that intersection and feel much safer with the traffic circle (more like a triangle). A 3-way light 
would be more protective but I don't think that's necessary 

 
 

Becky Robinson 
 • Glebewood 
I Love Love Love the traffic circle. I hope that intersection remains the way it is now. 

 
 

Ronnie Precup Flannery 
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 • Arlingwood 
Me too, and I've lived here for 50 years. I've always hated that intersection, but it's so much better now. 

 
 

Matt Tyler 
 • Georgetown West Village 
Roundabouts are widely used in every other country on the planet because they're superior in pretty much all 
respects, for intersections like this one. Hopefully they keep it. 

 
 

John McCauley 
 • Waverly Hills 
I've driven it many times. I don't see what the problem is besides the plastic poles which I assume will be gone 
with the final installation. I believe it lets me move through the intersection faster than the stop sign. 

 
 

Keith Oberg 
 • Lyon Village 
It actually helps vehicles coming off N Quincy from the southeast, who once they enter the circle have the right 
of way over vehicles coming up Nelly Custis, slowing the latter (in contrast to the former intersection) as they 
head northwest. So from a speed reduction perspective, superior. Note: I regularly use this intersection, am 
cautious when coming through because I know some are unfamiliar with traffic circles and may not recognize 
in the case where I have previously entered (e.g. from Quincy coming from Lorcom Lane) that I have the right 
of way... 
(edited) 

 
 

Erin Aylor 
 • Cherrydale 
I drive that route 3x/week to get to Potomac Overlook Park and find the traffic circle to be a welcome traffic 
calming measure. There is certainly a learning curve for drivers but I suspect that most people who will 
encounter it are regular users of that route and will adapt in time. The previous design was not good; high 
speeds, a blind hill for those on Military Rd, etc. Three-way stop signs could be a workable alternative so I 
don’t feel strongly there, but I don’t agree that this a “solution in search of a problem”. That intersection is a 
problem. Is this solution the best one? I’m not a regular enough user, I don’t think, or a resident of the 
immediate community, to know for sure on that, but I generally prefer to assume the best of people, including 
our County employees, so I’m glad they tried the traffic circle as a test solution and look forward to whatever 
the end result is, since in any scenario it will be better than what was there before. 

 
 

William Caplan 
 • Maywood 
As a pedestrian or biker in this area, I think the roundabout is great. A big concern here is that drivers don’t 
know how to navigate the roundabout because roundabouts are unfamiliar. Huh? I took drivers ed in Newport 
News, where there are no roundabouts, and we had to learn how to handle them. I also think roundabouts are 
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on the state drivers license exam. In the DC area there are traffic circles downtown, and traffic circles out 
Route 50 toward Middleburg. And in the rest of the country, and in Europe, roundabouts are common. Sorry, 
but as holders of licenses to operate motor vehicles, people should know how to handle this phenomenon—
particularly on a little suburban neighborhood street. And especially because it’s not hard—yield to a car 
already in the circle. 

 
 

Paul Carver 
 • Donaldson Run 
I love the roundabout. Like all roundabouts it keeps the traffic moving instead of idling and polluting, and I 
hope we get many more to replace the many unnecessary stop lights & signs. 

 
 

Randy Bell 
 • Woodmont 
Jim - thanks for going and reporting. I support the traffic circle and hope it stays. I look forward to proper 
landscaping and removal of the reflective posts 

 
 

 
 

Patrick Min 
 • Bellevue Forest 
I think the roundabout is fine and would love to see another one at Military and 31st St N. We live off military 
and cars are flying up and down the street all day and night. Proper/permanent circles need to be big enough 
to slow down the north/south traffic. 

 
 

Kevin Michael 
 • Bellevue Forest 
I drive the circle daily. I side favorably to keeping it. It works! 

 
 

Andrew Martin 
 • Arlington Heights 
I cycle through that intersection pretty regularly northbound on Military Road and really appreciate the 
roundabout. It makes getting through the intersection much more straightforward. 

 
 

I think you can see from these posts that there is overwhelming community support for this traffic circle 
becoming permanent and I think the real concern most people have is that the temporary reflectors are ugly 
and make the traffic circle slightly confusing to people who drive through it for the first time. Over time, 
especially once the circle is permanent with concrete and grass presumably, people will certainly get used to it 
and settle down.  
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I'd like to ask that you take into consideration another traffic circle or similar safety improvement to be 
assessed and added at the intersections or Military Rd, Old Glebe Rd and turn down to/from chain 
bridge/Glebe Rd. This intersection is actually much more dangerous than all others on Military Rd and just in 
the past couple years there has been a near fatal accident and at least one totaled luxury sports car wrecked 
and left at the intersection. It is very common for people to get tired of waiting and enter into oncoming traffic 
on opposite side of road to go around the cars turning down towards the chain bridge. There are only a couple 
property owners (myself included) that would be affected by this since most of surrounding land belongs to 
county for utilities, but I believe a traffic circle could make this intersection much safer for us and everyone who 
drives through. It is very common for me to almost be hit while pulling out of my driveway by people turning off 
of old glebe and the Glebe Rd to Military Rd off ramp and flooring the gas pedal as they head southbound. 
There are always people honking and yelling at each other during rush hour. I believe that the best place to 
add the circle would be where the road widens just south of this intersection (in front of 3912-3916 Military Rd. 
I know that I would most likely lose some on street parking there, but it would certainly be safer for the 
community and when lives are at stake, I would not put comfort or cost before safety.  

 
 

Thanks again for your interest in making our community safer and please don't hesitate to contact me if you'd 
like to discuss the possibility of adding a circle in front of my home and a more thorough explanation of the 
issues that make this small stretch of Military Rd and this intersection so dangerous!  

 
 

Sincerely, 

 
 

J  M  
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Nate Graham

From: J  M < @yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, May 29, 2022 5:44 PM
To: MilitaryRoad
Subject: My opinion 

EXTERNAL EMAIL 
 
We travel this route regularly and find the roundabout nothing but a big pain in the neck. 
J  M  

 North Vermont Street 
22207 
 
Sent from my iPad 
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Arlington, VA.  22207 
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Hoping we don't have to do this, tear it out, and do it again.   
 
Respectfully, 
A  S  
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See 1 previous reply 

     M    m      m  
 P

 
Jim P. 
 • Dover-Crystal  

Author 

Sui Lin: There is no signal light at Lorcom Lane & N. Randolph Street. Maybe you're thinking of the 
signal light at the intersection of Lorcom Lane & Military Road/Quincy Street? The signal at N. Fillmore 
is necessary because that intersection is at the crest of a steep hill in both directions of Lorcom Lane. 
Nelly Custis is at the bottom of a long, steep hill (that begins at Fillmore), where cars can build up a real 
head of speed and where there have been a lot more accidents than the roundabout intersection at 
Nelly Custis & Military. 

2 days ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 

     M    m      m  
 

 
John Gay 
 • Bellevue Forest 
What I've gathered from this discussion is that we will either get a three-way traffic light or a larger, landscaped 
roundabout. My vote is roundabout. 

2 days ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 
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Carol Kane 
 • Fairlington/Shirlington 
So typical of Arlington. Absolutely hate that round about. It’s ugly. It’s hard to navigate. It’s hard to figure out. It’s 
jarring to suddenly come up on it if you’re not a resident it’s so unexpected. Thanks for the update … Just like 
speed cameras at school zones. Staff had zero data to show speeding in school zones was a problem. Zero, 
not because there is a lack of data but because there is no evidence of a problem, but they got a $600k “free 
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money” grant so they had money in search of a (nonexistent)problem. And you’re right. Lots of things that 
actually need to be fixed here but the county chases “free” but really not free money. 

1 day ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 

    
 M   
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m  
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P  

 

Ed Colt 
 • Ballston II 
Oh wow, $1-2 million in one case and $600k in another are immense wastes of "free" money to reduce the 
number and severity crashes and increase the safety of pedestrians. The Arlington Way run amuck. /S It's 
actually the Arlington way working to make Arlington one of the best places to live in US. 

1 day ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 

     M    m      m  
 P

 
     M    m      m  

P  

 

Jim P. 
 • Dover-Crystal  

Author 

Ed: Arlington is a great place to live; so why mess with things that don't need "fixing"? Arlington also 
happens to be one of the most expensive places to live in the U.S.; so why add to the expense by 
wasting tax dollars on unnecessary projects? 
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1 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 

     M    m      m  
 M

 
     M    m      m  

P  

 

Elena Manville 
 • Donaldson Run 
I also live, literally, right around the corner from this intersection. I love a good traffic circle. This is not an 
example of one. There simply isn’t enough space. To address pedestrian safety issues, I’d suggest cross walks 
on Nellie Custis and on Military Road well before the intersection with a blinking light on demand such as the 
crosswalks on Quincy near W-L and on Washington Blvd near the library I think this would be far more effective 
at improving pedestrian safety concerns. I wouldn’t cross at this intersection before or after the traffic circle. 
Cars speed before and after lights, stop signs and traffic circles. Let’s put in speed cameras. Let’s change the 
law to allow police officers to issue speeding tickets for something less than 10 miles over the speed limit like 
they do in Falls Church at 6 miles over the speed limit. This intersection has lines at the stop signs during rush 
our only - every other time during the day is peaceful and quiet. No idling - just a quick wait at a stop sign then 
moving on. This is simply unacceptable that our county office is fixing a problem where there was no problem 
and spending our hard earned tax dollars. I’m appalled. There is honking in a place where there was none. This 
is crazy town. 

3 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 
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m  
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P   H
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P  

 

P. C. Hill 
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 • Rivercrest 
Well stated. 
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of the temporary roundabout they had a temporary traffic camera monitoring the intersection and that 
they’re unaware of any accidents.  
  

When asked, they have no data on “near misses.” They said that the traffic camera also observed 100% 
compliance with “yield to pedestrians” rules at the Nelly Custis crosswalk near the roundabout. However, 
when asked about the traffic camera, they admitted that it was in place for only 1 day, and that only 3 
pedestrians were observed crossing at that crosswalk on that day. Apparently, staff had been at the 
crosswalk on other occasions to observe “yield to pedestrians” rules compliance, but no pedestrians used 
that crosswalk while staff were present. Staff surmised that pedestrians were avoiding the area because 
of the perception that it is unsafe.  
  

Regarding the cost of the project to remedy non-existent problems, staff touted that the project wouldn’t 
cost Arlington taxpayers anything since the money is coming from a VDOT grant (as if Arlingtonians don’t 
pay state taxes). Arlington County staff have millions of dollars of “free money” burning a hole in their 
pocket and have to justify their existence by coming up with creative ways to spend it. So, we end up with 
a re-engineered intersection that doesn’t need to be re-engineered – that will “fix” problems that don’t 
exist. Welcome to Arlington.  
  
HERE IS SOME ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PROVIDED IN COMMENTS BURIED BELOW: From 
Susan Cunningham (Cherrydale):  
  
Here are the data and display boards from last night’s event and the email and link to share feedback on 
your experience and thoughts even if you could not attend.  
  
Share your feedback on and experiences with the pilot roundabout project through June 6, 2022. Once 
this engagement opportunity closes, staff will review feedback provided through the form and submitted 
by email to militaryroad@arlingtonva.us and summarize the input we received. T 

  
his feedback, the data from the pilot project period, and our adopted transportation planning guidance, 
such as the Master Transportation Plan and Vision Zero Action Plan, will inform the decision on a 
preferred design alternative for the future capital project (see the project information boards for more 
details).  
  

Online feedback form: 
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.surveymonkey.com%2Fr%2
FK3RTR7R&data=05%7C01%7CMilitaryRoad%40arlingtonva.us%7Ce6573f38eb7c437641b708da3907d
77a%7C803548041fdf428e9f5f5091e994cf54%7C0%7C0%7C637885003085919772%7CUnknown%7CT
WFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C300
0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Oe0XERZTvXC6%2BxEczof45MywDdSmjl1ilvgxD6IZ4ew%3D&reserved=0  
  

Public Information Boards (PDF): 
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.arlingtonva.us%2Ffiles%2Fs
haredassets%2Fpublic%2Ftransportation%2Fdocuments%2Ffinal milly-nelly-open-house-
boards.pdf&data=05%7C01%7CMilitaryRoad%40arlingtonva.us%7Ce6573f38eb7c437641b708da3907d7
7a%7C803548041fdf428e9f5f5091e994cf54%7C0%7C0%7C637885003085919772%7CUnknown%7CT
WFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C300
0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=toYaNgHjZ0%2FOYWvYTIhuvvYBXmIY0JS4OWe8VPivTkc%3D&reserved=0 
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 • Woodmont 

Jim - thanks for going and reporting. I support the traffic circle and hope it stays. I look forward to proper 
landscaping and removal of the reflective posts. 

5 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 

 

 
3

 
Sally H. 

 • Yorktown 

Michael 

5 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 

 
Patrick Min 

 • Bellevue Forest 

I think the roundabout is fine and would love to see another one at Military and 31st St N. We live off military 
and cars are flying up and down the street all day and night. Proper/permanent circles need to be big enough to 
slow down the north/south traffic. 

5 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 
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I grew up just off military & family still lives there, I drive through it at least weekly. 

5 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 

 
1

 
Kevin Michael 

 • Bellevue Forest 

I drive the circle daily. I side favorably to keeping it. It works! 

4 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 

 
4

 
Ellen Kuhn 

 • Bellevue Forest 

If you drive around memorial bridge they now have stop signs at each point of entry because the US does not 
know how to enter a traffic circle. Same as military rd. That very small round a bout will cause accidents. 

4 hr ago  

Like 
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Reply  
Share 

 
1

 
Ruth Gordon 

 • Old Glebe 

The online feedback form for this traffic circle is here: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/K3RTR7R Please 
complete! 

4 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 

 

 
4

 
Amy Jones 

 • Donaldson Run 

Ruth 

thank you! 

2 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 
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Add a reply...[          ] 

 
Andrew Martin 

 • Arlington Heights 

I cycle through that intersection pretty regularly northbound on Military Road and really appreciate the 
roundabout. It makes getting through the intersection much more straightforward. 

2 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 

 
2

 
Amy Jones 

 • Donaldson Run 

I did the survey at the ArlingtonVA link and at the end it gives an option to share it to their feedback page. There 
was an “error “ and now I can’t find my survey response to share it publicly. 

1 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 

 
1
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Anne 

another speed bump? 

46 min ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 

 
Add a comment...  
  
  

-----Original Message----- 
From: Nate Graham <nsgraham@arlingtonva.us> 
To: R  M  < @verizon.net> 
Cc: MilitaryRoad <MilitaryRoad@arlingtonva.us> 
Sent: Thu, May 19, 2022 2:29 pm 
Subject: RE: military roundabout 

Dear M  M , 
  
Glad to hear that the public Open House has sparked some conversation. As a government account, we do not get 
access to neighborhood conversations, but we’ll be sharing the public engagement opportunity with adjacent 
Neighborhoods on NextDoor as part of our efforts. Please encourage those conversations to share their feedback with the 
County as well. 
  
We had a link to the form and mentioned it at the meeting – it was on the last board / station. I’m sorry no one mentioned 
it to you, but glad you found it. I’ll also note that we’re including feedback received at the militaryroad@arlingtonva.us 
address for this engagement as well, from October 2021 through June 6. 
  
Regarding consideration of feedback: because Military Road is public space, we allow all public space users to comment 
on our projects. That includes residents from elsewhere inside and outside the county. That said, we typically hear the 
most from adjacent neighborhoods for most projects, and I don’t expect this one to deviate significantly. We’ll provide a 
breakout of the zip codes submitted in responses as part of the Engagement Summary, to give everyone a sense of who 
weighed in. 
  
Finally, we do apply additional consideration of feedback from neighbors immediately adjacent to a project site. Per your 
recommendation, we are preparing a letter to all homes within a 1 block radius to make sure we inform those residents 
the engagement opportunity and gather their feedback on the pilot and future alternatives. I did meet several of them and 
hear from others already during this process. 
  
Thank you again for your continued correspondence on this project. 
  
Sincerely,  
  
  
Nathan S. Graham 
(he/him) 
Public Engagement Specialist – Transportation Division 

Arlington County DES 

  
Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). 
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Randy Bell 
 • Woodmont 
Jim - thanks for going and reporting. I support the traffic circle and hope it stays. I look forward to proper 
landscaping and removal of the reflective posts. 

5 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 
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Sally H. 
 • Yorktown 
Michael 

5 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 

     M    m      m  
P  M

 
Patrick Min 
 • Bellevue Forest 
I think the roundabout is fine and would love to see another one at Military and 31st St N. We live off military 
and cars are flying up and down the street all day and night. Proper/permanent circles need to be big enough to 
slow down the north/south traffic. 

5 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 
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P  

 

Jim P. 
 • Dover-Crystal  

Author 

Sure...more roundabouts on Military. Make it even more like a rollercoaster (up/down, swerve to the 
right, swerve to the left, up/down again). Maybe we could make it a toll road and charge people for the 
thrill ride that it would become. :) 

4 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 
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Matt Tyler 
 • Georgetown West Village 
Myra      M    m      m  

P  

 

I grew up just off military & family still lives there, I drive through it at least weekly. 

5 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 
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Kevin Michael 
 • Bellevue Forest 
I drive the circle daily. I side favorably to keeping it. It works! 

4 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 
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Ellen Kuhn 
 • Bellevue Forest 
If you drive around memorial bridge they now have stop signs at each point of entry because the US does not 
know how to enter a traffic circle. Same as military rd. That very small round a bout will cause accidents. 

4 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 
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Ruth Gordon 
 • Old Glebe 
The online feedback form for this traffic circle is here: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/K3RTR7R Please 
complete! 

4 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 
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Amy Jones 
 • Donaldson Run 
Ruth 
thank you! 

2 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 
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Add a reply...[          ] 
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Andrew Martin 
 • Arlington Heights 
I cycle through that intersection pretty regularly northbound on Military Road and really appreciate the 
roundabout. It makes getting through the intersection much more straightforward. 

2 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 
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Amy Jones 
 • Donaldson Run 
I did the survey at the ArlingtonVA link and at the end it gives an option to share it to their feedback page. There 
was an “error “ and now I can’t find my survey response to share it publicly. 

1 hr ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 
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Jim P. 
 • Dover-Crystal  

Author 

I had the same experience. I wonder if that "error" means that only county staff will see our feedback, 
but nobody else will see it or that even the county staff won't see our feedback? 

31 min ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 
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Anne Christensen 
 • Donaldson Run 
I like it. I can actually get out onto military road without going on 2 wheels. I would advocate for a speed bump 
prior to entry since the snowplows ripped off the temporary ones to slow the speed racers. Drivers Ed and 
some tickets would help the drivers who are confused! Figure it out... And slow down. A light there would be 
even worse! 

53 min ago  

Like 

Reply  
Share 
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Nate Graham

From: Nick DiTaranto
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2022 2:08 PM
To: MilitaryRoad
Subject: Military Rd/Nelly Custis Traffic Circle Observations Reported to C3
Attachments: Military Rd-Nelly Custis Rd Traffic Circle Observations.xlsx
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Has each household on the roundabout and adjoining properties been formally alerted/invited to attend?  
I sure hope so, they were often left out of understanding what was planned and when.   
 
I was luckily informed about this tonight by one of our Woodmont officers R  P .   
How was this advertised?  
 
D  M   
Woodmont 
703  
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Nate Graham

From: J  W  < @gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, May 7, 2022 8:53 AM
To: MilitaryRoad
Subject: Please, oh please - Do not do these ridiculous roundabouts!!!!

EXTERNAL EMAIL 
 
It is beyond confusing to everyone. 
Secondly, please STOP spending all this money like a drunken sailor!!!! 
We are going into an un‐avoidable recession due to all the over spending by all levels of  government.  The county acts 
as if money burns a hole in its pocket. 
A  lack of thrift. 
Please be more careful on optional projects, and over‐spending. The residents of counties everywhere are feeling a 
terrible pinch of inflation everywhere. Rents, groceries, gas, travel, etc….just wait‐ job losses will be next. The Great 
Resignation ends in big recession and bigger layoffs.  The power shifts back to employers. 
 
Many thanks for listening. 
J  W  
 
Sent from my iPad 
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We recognize that this project has received a lot of attention, and wanted to provide a forum for 
interested residents, visitors and travelers through the intersection to share their thoughts and 
experiences on the project, as well as learn more about the data we have gathered thus far. 

  

We look forward to seeing you at the Open House. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Nathan S. Graham, Public Engagement Specialist, Transportation 

(he/him) 

Department of Environmental Services 

2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 900 

Arlington, VA 22201 

  

Please note that any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the 
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). 
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         The improved crosswalk across lower Military reduces risk somewhat because of shorter lengths of exposure and 
because cars are more aware of it but not because they are going slower. 

 
         Few pedestrians have been observed using the new crosswalk on the upper Military side of the roundabout. 
 
         During school start and dismissal times the ACPD crossing guard provided effective protection for students in the 

intersection. 
  
In General 
 
                Overall, while there seems to be a slightly lower risk for pedestrians it is not because of the Roundabout effects 
and the Roundabout has apparently increased risks for car and bike traffic, tangibly increasing stress for those drivers and 
bikers. 
 
                The roundabout appears to be too small to produce expected benefits and yet too large to fit in the space 
without diminishing previous protections. 
 
                The roundabout fails to address the greatest intersection risk, the threat of fast moving traffic approaching 
unseen from over the Nelly Custis hill.  It appears to increase this risk by increasing the roundabout speed for left turning 
traffic from lower Nelly Custis. 
  
J  G  
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Nate Graham

From: M  P < @icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2022 9:16 AM
To: MilitaryRoad
Cc: A M
Subject: Nelly Custis Roundabout

EXTERNAL EMAIL 
 
I am writing to comment on the roundabout experiment at Military Road and Nelly Custis. 
 
As background, a few years ago I was sideswiped on my bike by an ART bus at this intersection (before the roundabout 
was installed) — I had the right of way and was proceeding on Military Road, while the bus turned right onto Nelly Custis 
and ran into me.  This was also before the bike lane was painted green (in part, I believe, because of that incident).  I ride 
this route at least weekly on my bike, and I drive it several times weekly in my car.  I have lived in the neighborhood for 
more than a decade.  I have significant experience with this intersection.  I have also just stopped to watch the traffic 
there since the roundabout was installed, out of curiosity. 
 
In my opinion, the roundabout has only made this intersection more dangerous, especially for cyclists. There is no longer 
a clearly marked bike line through the intersection.  Instead, the bike lanes (from every direction) simply end at the 
roundabout, forcing bikes and cars to compete.  I recognize of course that cars are supposed to yield to bikes (and 
pedestrians), but they just don’t.  This was already a dangerous intersection on a bike, and the roundabout makes it 
worse.  The County should not be creating more hazards for cyclists. 
 
As a driver, I also hate the roundabout.  For one thing, there is too much visual distraction with all the signs and the 
things that stick up from the road.  It is confusing even to drivers who regularly use the route, and bewildering to 
strangers.  It is even worse at night with all the reflections.  And coming inbound from DC, it does nothing to slow traffic 
down because the lane is essentially straight. 
 
This experiment should be declared a FAILURE.  This is essentially a “T” intersection and should be treated as such.  The 
County could install a traffic light or an all‐way stop.  I do understand that the Nelly Custis traffic turning left onto 
Military is a problem.  But the roundabout does not solve this problem.  A light or a stop sign would also do more to slow 
traffic down.  Military Road is not a freeway, but too many drivers treat it as one. 
 
To be clear, I am not opposed to roundabouts in general.  If well designed and laid out, they can rationalize unusual 
intersections.  They can also slow cars down.  But this one does none of those things, in part because there is not 
enough space for a true “traffic circle” in light of the existing curb/sidewalk layout.  The roundabout at Military Road and 
Nelly Custis is simply a disaster waiting to happen.  And the victim is likely to be a cyclist or a pedestrian. 
 
Thank you. 
 

 
 
M  A. P  

 North Abingdon Street 
Arlington, Virginia 22207 

‐ ‐  
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We recognize that this project has received a lot of attention, and wanted to provide a forum for interested residents, 
visitors and travelers through the intersection to share their thoughts and experiences on the project, as well as learn 
more about the data we have gathered thus far. 
  
We look forward to seeing you at the Open House. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Nathan S. Graham, Public Engagement Specialist, Transportation 

(he/him) 

Department of Environmental Services 

2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 900 

Arlington, VA 22201 
  
Please note that any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA). 
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I have lived at   Marcey Road in Arlington for nearly 20 years. I traverse this intersection nearly 
every day, and often several times a day.  
  
I am not in favor of this becoming a permanent traffic circle, primarily because too many drivers do not 
understand (as evidenced by their actions) what “yield to traffic in circle” means. Instead, many drivers 
hesitate to enter the circle when they clearly have room to do so. This backs up traffic which a circle is 
designed to move, and defeats the purpose of having a circle at this location. 
  
Apart from the drivers’ ignorance and unfamiliarity with the concept of a circle is the fact that the circle 
is quite small, which, I believe, contributes to the confusion. Perhaps if the circle were larger (so one 
could better determine whether another vehicle was actually in it), that might help, but given too many 
drivers’ ignorance and unfamiliarity with the concept of a circle, I’m not sure that even that would work. 
  
I wish to go on public record as opposing the permanent creation of a circle at this intersection. 
  
Sincerely, 
W    S  
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     M    m      m  
m m

 
Jim Tuomey 
• Cherrydale 
A traffic circle is the best way to reduce traffic congestion, but you are correct if people do not 
understand the rules of a traffic then it can be problematic, also the circle must be designed correctly. 
The circle has a fine design (coming from a guy from the northeast) but it should be larger. The south 
has never really been in the traffic circle game so I can understand why this is causing so much 
confusion and hate. But when placed on a congested roadway a traffic circle is the best option. 
5 days ago 

     M    m      m  
 M

 
Trish Madden 
• Broyhill Forest 
The roadway wasn’t congested. I believe they are trying to use it to reduce speeds and/or to make it 
safer to cross. 
3 days ago 

     M    m      m  
 W

 
Geoffrey Webb 
• Dover-Crystal 
Traffic circles that size seem to work in other places in Arlington but perhaps there is more traffic or 
more ignorant drivers here. Maybe 3 stop signs would be a simple fix. 
4 days ago 

     M    m      m  
 P

 
Jim P. 
• Dover-Crystal  
Author 
Geoffrey Webb Those streets and that intersection, because they increasingly seem to be used as 
alternate commuter routes, are traveled by drivers from out of the area who may less familiar with 
non-traditional traffic patterns (like round-abouts) and related rules. 
4 days ago 

     M    m      m  
 M

 
Suzan Al-Mutawa 
• Dover-Crystal 
Problem in a nutshell: user error 
4 days ago 
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     M    m      m  
 

 
Angi I. 
• Fort Strong 
Suzan EXACTLY! 
3 days ago 

     M    m      m  
 

 
Angi I. 
• Fort Strong 
Roundabouts are wonderful and they do work. Maine and Connecticut use them a lot. The problem 
isnt the circles, the issue are drivers who dont read signs. The cities should put out commercials 
about how to use them as a bonus. 
3 days ago 

     M    m      m  
 M

 
Trish Madden 
• Broyhill Forest 
Yes! I’ve almost been hit 3 times this week in that roundabout and multiple times stuck behind 
someone who doesn’t know they have the right of way so won’t move. It’s ridiculous. 
3 days ago 

     M    m      m  
 M  M

 
D. Michael McGuinn 
• Broyhill Forest 
Apparently they approved a traditional traffic roundabout, but opted instead for a drive-by community 
reflector and paint garden. 
3 days ago 

     M    m      m  
M  R

 
Myra Ragan 
• Old Glebe 
I think the Reflector Garden is temporary -- when the weather warms up, a true (small) circle will be 
installed and there will be outer curbs and painted roadway. They're just trying to getting us used to 
the idea and traffic flow so when the better installation is in, we'll be so pleased for the 
"improvement".(edited) 
2d 
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     M    m      m  
 W

 
Aaron Weeter 
• Broyhill Forest 
As said before, this is a “solution in search of a problem”. Based on my observations going through it 
daily 3-4 times, there are likely at least 10X the close calls/accidents now with the circle. Traffic on the 
Nelly Custis to Military route sometimes just rolls on through even if you are in the circle which makes 
the whole circle on edge going around causing short stops and confusion. It was fine before - have 
driven through it for 23+ years and have NEVER seen an accident. 
2 days ago 

     M    m      m  
P  

 
Peter Jaffe 
• Old Glebe 
Whatever your views, be sure to send them to militaryroad@arlingtonva.us, which is the address the 
county is using to solicit feedback on this roundabout experiment. 
9 hr ago 

     M    m      m  
 

 
Jane Coonce 
• Dover-Crystal 
The exact thing happened to me 3 times this week! People coming up Military are used to just 
barreling through. They don't seem to understand that they must yield to cars in the circle. All 3 times, 
I had to lay on my horn and slam on my brakes. I feel sorry for people who live next to this. The noise 
must be getting to be obnoxious. 
2 hr ago 

     M    m      m  
 P

 
Tom Piwowar 
• Lyon Village 
See what you are missing out on by living in America and learn how real roundabouts work... 
https://youtu.be/ABXBfHKiaTo 
46 min ago 

     M    m      m  
B  R

 
Bob Risney 
• Old Glebe  
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Old Glebe, Arlington, VA neighborhood | Nextdoor 
See what Old Glebe neighbors in Arlington are talking about & 
more. Connect with your neighborhood on Nextdoor. 

 

 

 
 
 
The problem is definitely people going south on Military. It used to be practically a straight thru to 
continue on Military, now it is maybe 140 degrees and people don’t recognize they do not have the 
right away when entering the round-about. Maybe a permanent circle with curbage to force the angle 
out closer to 90 degrees will help, but I doubt it. If this was a high traffic area with long backups at the 
stop sign on military going North I might buy a circle and hope nobody gets hurt until everybody gets 
used to it, but frankly BRA (before round about) I’ve never see more than a couple of cars waiting, 
even in rush hour. To me, this is a solution looking for a problem and let’s spend our money 
somewhere else.(edited) 
10m 

     M    m      m  
 P

 
Add a comment...[          ] 
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Nate Graham

From: S  A  < @yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 23, 2022 9:36 AM
To: MilitaryRoad
Subject: Round anout feed back

EXTERNAL EMAIL 
 
We live on n. Quincy str and ourdaighter walks to and feom Dorothy Hamm Middle School ‐ so frequent visitors to this 
round about. 
 
1. The round about, in theory, would work fine if people actually observed the speed limits and signage. There are 
plenty/ of those. 
 
2. Drivers are NOT observing these.. 
 
3. So we still have a problem, rendered more dangerous and unpredictable. 
 
4. Recommend a stop sign or traffic light any day! 
 
Sincerely 
S  a  
 
 
 
 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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Nate Graham

From: A  O  < @gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 15, 2021 12:01 PM
To: MilitaryRoad
Subject: Thank you and tweaks

EXTERNAL EMAIL 
 
Dear Military Road team, 
 
I love the new roundabout! I used to drive that intersection frequently and found that it tended to confuse drivers and 
when that was combined with high speed felt dangerous. The roundabout may be unfamiliar to many drivers now but I 
am certain it will make for a safer and more pleasant neighborhood. Please make it permanent! 
 
I do worry about bicycle access. Best practice for roundabouts allows bicycle lane users to exit into a ramp to the 
sidewalk and proceed as pedestrians if they do not feel comfortable using the circle with traffic. The final design should 
enable this. There also appears to be space to allow a continuous bike lane that avoids the roundabout on the north 
side. Why not keep a bike lane there for those coming from Nelly Custis and not making a left? Similarly, on the west 
side could the bike lane from Military Road be extended to connect to the crosswalk on the south side to better enable 
cyclists to avoid the roundabout if they are not comfortable with it? 
 
Kind regards, 
A  O  
Cherrydale 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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recommended  signs indicating the need to use turn signals.  The former signs now removed were behind a bush and no 
amount of telling anyone official changed that—they could not be seen and now they are removed. 
 
The new 15 mph speed limit is reasonable, but it is not enforced and almost entirely ignored.  I always slow to near stop 
at the entry.  I am nearly the only one to do this, and the result is that there are near collisions on a frequent basis, 
and/or the speed makes turning off a challenge and traffic is regularly sliding out to the curb and out of the lane.  It is a 
one‐lane roundabout, with a diameter to handle the amount of traffic, particularly in the morning and evening rush 
hours. 
 
Enforced speed limits.  Maybe speed humps.  Proper signage. Use of required turn signals.  And I don’t know what would 
make this safe for pedestrians to cross.  It used to be fine.  Now, there is a crossing guard when the kids are crossing 
after school.  But, only when there is a group of kids do drivers even seem to notice crossing pedestrians.  
 
This is a problem that didn’t exists before this “solution.”  It may look good to the occasional traveler, but to us who see 
and use it every day, this is a nightmare and should be fixed or eliminated.  Please allocate some assessment to this 
post‐roundabout situation.    Thank you.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
J  B  
F  C  

 
‐ ‐  
 Military Road 

22207 
 
 
 
 
 
J  
 
J    B    

‐ ‐  
@comcast.net 
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Nate Graham

From: MilitaryRoad
Sent: Tuesday, December 14, 2021 3:11 PM
To: P  J
Cc: MilitaryRoad; Daniel Nabors; Kevin Casadei; Sarah Crawford
Subject: RE: Military Rd. / Nellie Custis Roundabout

 
Hello M  J , 
 
Thank you for contacting us regarding the temporary roundabout at Military Road and Nelly Custis. 
 
The installation of the roundabout is a pilot project – it will be in place between 8‐12 months and we are collecting data 
that will inform possible changes to the intersection. 
 
Before the installation of the roundabout the intersection had one crosswalk and low to zero yields to pedestrians trying 
to cross Nelly Custis. There were no other crosswalks at the intersection. The pilot provides two additional crosswalks at 
the intersection that provide crossing points. We have limited right‐of‐way at the intersection to implement a full 
roundabout because there is a utility pole on a median that prevents us moving and expanding other elements of the 
roundabout.  Cyclists can use the travel lanes to move through the roundabout but for cyclists that are not comfortable 
using the travel lanes we have provided alternatives to bypass the roundabout.  
 
On northbound Nelly Custis you can use the sidewalk using the ramp at Ridgeview Road and bypass the roundabout and 
enter the bike lane after the roundabout. 
 
On southbound Military Road, cyclists can use the sidewalks or go behind the flex posts to bypass the roundabout and 
use the new crosswalks to move around the roundabout.  
 
We completed one round of counts before Thanksgiving and as we collect additional data we will posts the results on 
the project website.  
 
Let me know if there are additional questions.  
 
Gabriela 
 
Gabriela V Kock 
Project Management Coordinator 
Division of Transportation 
Department of Environmental Services 
Arlington County Government 
2100 Clarendon Boulevard, Suite 900 
Arlington, VA 22201 
Ph. 703.228.3938 
Email. gkock@arlingtonva.us 
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87 Comments 
Share 

See 29 previous comments 

 
Randy Bell 
 • Woodmont 
  
https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Programs/Transportation/Events/Vision-Zero-External-Stakeholders-
Group-Mid-Year-Progress-Meeting 
1 day ago  

Like 

  
  
Reply  
Share 

 
1

 
Alan Ford 
 • Fairview 
  
And again, thank you. 
18 hr ago  

Like 

  
  
Reply  
Share 
  

  

 
Mary Glass 
 • Donaldson Run 
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Rik Opstelten 
 • Alcova Heights 
  
https://cdn.road.cc/sites/default/files/styles/schema_org/public/roundaboutdrawing-queen-ediths-way.jpg 
22 hr ago  

Like 

  
  
Reply  
Share 
  

 
Rik Opstelten 
 • Alcova Heights 
  
A suggestion: a Boston implementation of Dutch roundabout design 
22 hr ago  

Like 

  
  
Reply  
Share 
  

  

 
Gail Raiman 
 • Bellevue Forest 
  
How does this excellent feedback get into the hands of those individuals who are making these decisions 
without the necessary neighborhood feedback? 
21 hr ago  

Like 

  
  
Reply  
Share 

 
1
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Randy Bell 
 • Woodmont 
  
Gail - a few pages up Dave DiNardo provided county govt link to this project. It includes the discussion 
and community feedback that took place before the project entered this current trail phase. The 
Arlington county local govt traffic webpage shows there is a meeting tomorrow night to give a status 
update on several traffic department items. That’s may be a venue to provide feedback or find out 
where to provide it. 
21 hr ago  

Like 

  
  
Reply  
Share 

 
1

  

 
Janice McHenry 
 • Waverly Hills 
  
What a waste of taxpayer money. For planning, construction, "fixes", and (probably soon) -- more planning and 
de-contruction. 
20 hr ago  

Like 

  
  
Reply  
Share 

 
2

  

 
Adam Dynda 
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 • Westover Village 
  
I would suggest an exquisite stone circle with ground cover inside, low to the ground, to not obstruct visibility, as 
the current mess does. Preferably Belgium Blocks. Or, go back to how it was, nothing at all.(edited) 
20h  

Like 

  
  
Reply  
Share 
  

  

 
David Powell 
 • Lyon Park 
  
I have not seen that particular thing but I do see "traffic circles" near me as on Fillmore St. just north of Pershing 
Drive and I do believe they increase the hazard to pedestrians and cyclists-the cars moving past the obstruction 
tend to run wide and overlap into the area that used to be the crosswalk these things appear to me to be an 
attempt to discourage motorists from turning left and to force people to slow down but they speed right back up. 
Better to just have a "NO Left Turn" sign.(edited) 
20h  

Like 

  
  
Reply  
Share 
  

  

 
David Powell 
 • Lyon Park 
  
A real traffic circle or roundabout that actually facilitates the movement of traffic efficiency would have to be way 
too big to fit inside the existing intersections. 
20 hr ago  

Like 
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Reply  
Share 

 
2

  

 
Anne Quinn 
 • Cherrydale 
  
I just navigated this obstacle course, for the first time, this weekend. What a mess! Gratefully, we don't need to 
travel on Military Road very often, but I am so sorry for all you, have to navigate this on a daily basis. 
20 hr ago  

Like 

  
  
Reply  
Share 

 
1

  

 
Brian Smith 
 • Cherrydale 
  
I can’t recall if VA law allows for speed cameras. They seem to work well in the neighboring jurisdictions. 
19 hr ago  

Like 

  
  
Reply  
Share 
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Ce Gallegos 
 • Woodmont 
  
I drive through this intersection at least twice a day and find it to work very confortable s far 
17 hr ago  

Like 

  
  
Reply  
Share 

 
1

  

 
Ce Gallegos 
 • Woodmont 
  
...very comfortably so far... 
17 hr ago  

Like 

  
  
Reply  
Share 
  

  

 
Justin Boesel 
 • Dover-Crystal 
  
one good thing about the traffic circle is if you're coming (on Military) from Lorcom, you have equal rights as the 
cars coming up the hill on Nelly Custis and the ones coming (on Military) from Marcy Rd. So you're less likely to 
get stuck there waiting like you did with the STOP sign.. But aesthetically the circle is awful.. 
14 hr ago  

Like 

  
  
Reply  
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I have to say, after a few days of settling in, the circle seems to 
be working.  Interested to learn if speeding is reduced.   

  

Best, 

P  

  

On Monday, October 25, 2021, 04:20:54 PM EDT, MilitaryRoad <militaryroad@arlingtonva.us> wrote:  

  

  

  

Hello M  L  

  

The results of the survey can be found here.  

  

The roundabout will be in place for 8 months to a year and we will conduct traffic counts during 
installation to measure yields, speeds, turns, and volumes. 

  

The project is addressing ways to improve safety conditions for all users at the intersections. The 
roundabout provides two additional crosswalks where there was only one with very low yields to 
pedestrians. The corridor experiences speeds that are 10 miles above average of the posted speed limit 
of 30 mph. Unfortunately the pandemic has exacerbated this problem. If the roundabout provides the 
safety conditions that we are looking for we would work on making the changes permanent. 

  

Thank you for your emails and your comments. 

  

Gabriela 
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Thanks for your patience and look forward to your 
responses. 

  

BR, 

P  

  

On Monday, October 25, 2021, 04:01:30 PM EDT, MilitaryRoad <militaryroad@arlingtonva.us> wrote:  

  

  

  

Hello, 

  

Thank you for your email and apologies for taking a couple of weeks to respond. 

  

The Department of Environmental Services (DES) did have public meetings and also conducted outreach 
through seven Civic Associations along Military Road. 

  

The Project Website lists the outreach that we had as well as the data behind the survey we 
conducted.  The installation of the roundabout is a pilot – we expect the pilot to last between 8 months to 
1 year to provide additional crossings for pedestrians at the intersection. 

  

Please let us know if you have additional questions. 

  

Gabriela 

  

From: p.n.  < >  
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2021 2:58 PM 
To: MilitaryRoad <MilitaryRoad@arlingtonva.us> 
Subject: Military & Nelly Roundabout 
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over a decade, so we do have a frame of reference for the above 
comments--can't say if that is true for Arlington County).   

  

Look forward to your feedback. 

  

Sincerely,  

PNL 
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Greetings,  

  

Received the Arlington County update on this proposal.  Not sure how 
we got this far without significant community input, but this is a 
solution in search of a problem.   

  

We have been informed by neighborhood leaders nearby that County 
actions have been performed unilaterally, without meaningful public 
input opportunities (to my knowledge, a single meeting at the nearby 
elementary school).  In that meeting and other correspondence, the 
County rep cited accidents as a precedent--despite the fact that only 
two accidents were listed involving bicycles and one pedestrian.  We 
have had two head-on collisions at the entrance to our Arlingwood 
neighborhood and multiple single-car accidents, and yet not one 
traffic calming solution has been offered.   Can you identify your 
supporters?   

  

Please consider that : 

1.  There are insufficient grounds for implementing a "safety solution" 
that doesn't apply to the actual incidents 

2.  You are creating a choke point that will result in increased traffic 
congestion and thus, more vehicle accidents 

3.  If you have to provide a "how to" instruction on use of a 
roundabout, you're already acknowledging that these don't work in 
urban USA (note: my family and I have lived in Europe for over a 
decade, so we do have a frame of reference for the above comments--
can't say if that is true for Arlington County).   
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Look forward to your feedback. 

  

Sincerely,  

PNL 
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Nate Graham

From: J  T  < @gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 2:22 PM
To: MilitaryRoad
Subject: Bicycle experience on Military Road Traffic Circle 

EXTERNAL EMAIL 
 
Hello 
 
As a long‐time cyclist who makes very frequent use of the Military Road/Nellie Custis intersection, please please please 
adjust the circle’s configuration to keep bicycles and cars separate in the circle. The current configuration is so much 
worse for cyclists. It is terrifying. Cars don’t slow down at all as the they drive through the circle, especially cars traveling 
southbound on Military. No one is yielding. Why are you forcing cyclists into the car lanes? It is just not working. At all. 
 
I’m happy to meet anyone from the County to show them the problems in real time. 
 
I look forward to your response. 
 
J  T  

 N Kenmore St 
Arlington VA 22207 

‐ ‐  
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A  G  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 
  
This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer; it is intended for the exclusive use of the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed and may contain information that is privileged or confidential or otherwise legally exempt from disclosure.  If you are not 
the named addressee or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the named addressee, you are not 
authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this message or any part of it.  If you have received this message in error, 
please notify us immediately by e-mail and delete all copies of the message. 
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I live on North Courthouse Road, near the intersection of N 21st St (i.e. near the Mom's grocery on Lee Highway). 

  

Cars are frequently whipping down N 21st St to bypass traffic on Lee Highway on the way to Rosslyn (cutting down to 
N Scott Street).  The neighborhood they are running through is called North Highlands.  We don't have an active civic 
association to my knowledge. 

  

Our neighborhood could use 1, 2, or 3 circles (like Key Boulevard) on the way to N Scott Street, along N 21st St. 

  

I'm happy to walk the street and show you my thoughts on a field visit. 

  

Best regards, 

S T  

‐ ‐  

 
 

  

‐‐  

Sent from me 

 
 

  

‐‐  

Sent from me 

 
 
 
‐‐  
Sent from me 
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listed involving bicycles and one pedestrian.  We have had two head-on 
collisions at the entrance to our Arlingwood neighborhood and multiple 
single-car accidents, and yet not one traffic calming solution has been 
offered.   Can you identify your supporters?   

  

Please consider that : 

1.  There are insufficient grounds for implementing a "safety solution" that 
doesn't apply to the actual incidents 

2.  You are creating a choke point that will result in increased traffic 
congestion and thus, more vehicle accidents 

3.  If you have to provide a "how to" instruction on use of a roundabout, 
you're already acknowledging that these don't work in urban USA (note: 
my family and I have lived in Europe for over a decade, so we do have a 
frame of reference for the above comments--can't say if that is true for 
Arlington County).   

  

Look forward to your feedback. 

  

Sincerely,  

PNL 
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Often, I see cars screeching to slow down to avoid hitting each other.  I have been amazed that no accident that I know 
of has occurred.  It WILL happen, tis was a serious waste of money and increase in danger.  A well‐marked 
intersection  has been necessary for years, as people speed, up to 40 or 50 mph on Military Rd., but the mph signs end 
up behind trees and phone polls, and are not seen.  This was a very ill‐conceived solution not the a problem we had, 
which was justified by a danger to pedestrians and bikers.  That is now increased multifold.  I have advocated speed 
limits visible, and speed humps that would slow traffic.  This is the absolutely wrong approach.   
 
I would very much like to participate in hearings on this issue, but the increasing health needs of my husband has 
deterred me sitting around hoping for a turn.  I would very much like to convince anyone who has authority to 
reconsider this mistake and use better, more appropriate and cheaper ways to manage the traffic.  This has made it 
much worse and much, much more dangerous.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
J  B  and F  C  
 
J  B  
F  C  

‐ ‐  
 

‐    
 



From:
To: CountyBoard
Cc: Nate Graham
Subject: Fwd: Military Road & Nelly Custis Dr - Public Open House on Temporary Roundabout
Date: Thursday, April 21, 2022 4:47:31 PM
Attachments: image002.png
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EXTERNAL EMAIL  
CAUTION:  This email contains file attachments.  Do NOT open files that you are not
expecting to receive, even from known senders.

County Board Members:

I am asking that you cancel this meeting. 

At least ten public meetings have been held on this topic, starting well before Covid hit.  No -
none - zero - followup ever has followed from one meeting to another.

Consequently, I am asking that you cancel this meeting until the organizers include with the
meeting notice:

1.  A list of all public meetings on this topic that have been held over the last decade.
2.  Presentations that were made at all of these meetings.
3.  Summaries of the actual (not presenter’s version) discussions at these meetings.
4.  Summaries of all promises that were made to provide responses requested at each meeting.
5.  A summary of all feedback received about the roundabout.
6.  Most importantly, a prominent statement saying that the roundabout is here to
stay. 
Then:
7.  Reframe the meeting to being a discussion on how best to live with the roundabout.

Once again, an Arlington entity is trying to present itself as being “open,””transparent,”
“thoughtful” when, in fact, this is one more absolutely disgusting example of trying to ignore
and dismiss all of the concerns that have been expressed over the last decade about this
intersection and all of the serious suggestions that have been made as to better options to try
beyond a roundabout.  Ten years ago, the County had a meeting to announce, “Oh, let’s have a
roundabout at Military and Nelly Custis.”  That suggestion was not well received.  So the
County had another meeting and pretended the previous meeting had not happened.  And over
and over.  Always, "let’s have a roundabout.”   In more recent years, after each of these
meetings a weird summary would go out talking ONLY about a roundabout and listing
attendees' objections and concerns as “asking for more information.” And, then, one day,
magically, the roundabout appeared on the road as a “trial.”  

The County has wasted enormous amounts of community members’ time and goodwill on this
effort over the years. Now it is time for the County to be honest and straightforward that the
roundabout is here to stay. Don’t leave any chances for misinterpretation by potential
attendees.  Reframe the meeting to be explicitly about how to deal with the roundabout.



S  H
 
S  H

 N. Quincy Street
Arlington, VA 22207

Home: - -

Begin forwarded message:

From: MilitaryRoad <MilitaryRoad@arlingtonva.us>
Subject: Military Road & Nelly Custis Dr - Public Open House on
Temporary Roundabout
Date: April 21, 2022 at 2:53:17 PM EDT
To: MilitaryRoad <MilitaryRoad@arlingtonva.us>

Good afternoon,
 
You are receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in or offered
feedback on the Military Road Safety Improvement Project and/or the Pilot Safety
Project (temporary roundabout) currently underway at the intersection of Nelly Custis
Drive and Military Road.
 
The project team and colleagues from the Transportation Engineering & Operations
design team are pleased to announce a Public Open House for the intersection pilot
project on Tuesday, May 17, from 7pm – 830pm at Dorothy Hamm Middle School.
We’ll be hosting the open house in the Cafeteria, and you can drop in anytime during
the meeting to learn more and speak with members of the project team.
 
At this meeting, you will be able to: 
 

Review observed speed and yielding data we collected before and after the pilot
project was implemented
Learn more about why we selected a roundabout for this pilot project
Hear more about previous studies for this intersection
Review past public engagement for this project
Share your feedback on the pilot project
Learn more about the next steps for this intersection

 
We recognize that this project has received a lot of attention, and wanted to provide a
forum for interested residents, visitors and travelers through the intersection to share
their thoughts and experiences on the project, as well as learn more about the data we
have gathered thus far.
 



We look forward to seeing you at the Open House.
 
Sincerely,
 
Nathan S. Graham, Public Engagement Specialist, Transportation
(he/him)
Department of Environmental Services
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 900
Arlington, VA 22201
 
Please note that any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to
disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).

      



From:
To: Nate Graham
Subject: Fwd: Woodstock circle vs Militray/Nellie intersection
Date: Sunday, June 5, 2022 2:00:59 PM
Attachments: 20220603 163232.jpg

20220603 163044.jpg

EXTERNAL EMAIL  
CAUTION:  This email contains file attachments.  Do NOT open files that you are not
expecting to receive, even from known senders.

Hi Nate

I took a drive over to the Woodstock traffic circle and took 2 photos (attached) 
You can see it is basically a straight run on Woodstock with an intersecting street. 
There is a stop sign on the intersecting street. 
The speed is 25 mph on Woodstock - that is supposed to be the speed needed on Military to go thru the
roundabout.
Except for commuters I think anyone living or cycling on Military would like 25mph where it is currently
30mph. 
      
So my question is why not try something like this at Military and Nellie? 
The traffic circle on Woodstock appears smaller than what has been conceived for Nellie but the speeds
are the same. 
It has been allowed to have a tree/bush grown that looks nice and does not obstruct sight lines. 

When your engineers create the circle at Nellie and Military for evaluation why not have them try
something like Woodstock?

     

-----Original Message-----
From:  < @verizon.net>
To: @verizon.net
Sent: Sat, Jun 4, 2022 8:12 pm
Subject: Woodstock circle

Sent via my Samsung Galaxy, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone



From:
To: Nate Graham
Subject: Military Road Roundabout
Date: Thursday, April 28, 2022 11:15:07 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Hello Nathan: As a retired County employee, I’d rather stick pins in my eyes over attending a community meeting!
But I’d like to weigh in as someone with considerable traffic calming experience AND a user of that intersection
several times daily for about 45 years …

I like the new configuration very much. Would tweak a few things - the bike lane ending so quickly doesn’t feel safe
and the signage should be better to make people yield properly - but overall it is a great improvement over the prior
intersection.

Good luck with your Open House!

C  N
⊂ Ｕ┬────┬~
...sent from my phone...
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From:
To: MilitaryRoad
Cc: Nate Graham; Gabriela Kock
Subject: Nelly Custis
Date: Wednesday, September 7, 2022 2:35:23 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL  
Hello,
 
My apologies for this late entry, but mail via postal service versus email isn’t always top of mind, and
I just found your letter of May 23, 2022.
 

I attended the open house on May 17th.  At that time, I conveyed my view that the pilot project has,
in fact, slowed traffic at the intersection of Nelly Custis and Military.  I know this because I live right

on the circle at  25th Rd N, so I have an eagle’s eye view of what has transpired since the
installment of the pilot project.  My comments about the circle are the following:
 

·       First, there is no doubt that traffic has slowed – particularly cars coming around the circle on
Military toward Lorcom lane and on Nelly Custis during morning traffic hours.  Evening traffic
has slowed, as well but more sporadically.  I assume this is due to traffic in the evening being
spread out over a longer period.

·       Second, the signs (yield, street signs, pedestrian crossing) presently around the circle are
being run over routinely.  I believe that once an actual circle is installed with grass, etc., this
will no longer be an issue. 

·       Third, people “laying on the horn” has increased considerably since the installment of the
pilot project, but I think that is just an artifact of people not necessarily knowing how to
drive/yield/etc. in a traffic circle.  Over time, I think this will subside.  It is also, unfortunately,
due to folks that likely do not live in the immediate vicinity of the circle not really caring
much about the neighborhood here.  I may install soundproof windows at some point, but
the circle is far better than the old approach.

·       With school back in session, it would be incredibly dangerous – in my view – to go back to
the old traffic pattern where drivers didn’t care about kids walking to school.  Fortunately,
we never had a serious incident to my knowledge.  The new approach is much more
effective even if commuters find it inconvenient. 

·       Finally, I would be in (very) strong opposition to a traffic light.  I do not believe it would be
fair to the owners of the homes directly on the intersection, and I would oppose it
accordingly.  I also believe it will worsen the situation as drivers speed up “to beat the light,”
which they cannot presently do with the circle.  In this regard, even the old intersection
would be better than a traffic light.

 
These are all points you and your team have considered, as we discussed back in May.  I hope the
pilot project soon becomes permanent, and I also thank you for your diligence with respect to this
project.
 
Happy to discuss further and apologies again for the delayed response.



 
Sincerely,
 
J  B
 

 

 

 

This message is intended only for the use of the Addressee and may contain information that is privileged and
confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please erase all copies of the
message and its attachments and notify us immediately.




